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I PLEDGE TO:

(WALK, DONATE, SPONSOR, FOSTER, VOLUNTEER, SUPPORT, USE AMAZON SMILE, ETC.)

(WRITE YOUR NAME)
TAG US FOR A CHANCE TO WIN!

RErescuePET
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USE THIS HASHTAG WHEN SHARING:

#RESCUE L VE CHALLENGE
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RESCUE L VE CHALLENGE
P ledge an act of kindness and inspire others!
HERE’S HOW:
1. PLEDGE

Pledge a loving act to benefit a homeless
pet. (See back for pledge card & ideas)

2. SHARE/CHALLENGE

Take a SELFIE while holding your pledge
card & post on social media. Then TAG US
@RErescuePET & TAG 3 OTHERS to join
the challenge.

3. DO

Complete your pledge whenever you can
and take a photo/video of your good deed.
It's okay to wait until you have the time.

Share to inspire others!

Share the photo of your good deed on
social media so that it may serve as an
inspiration to others.

@RErescuePET
#rescueLOVEchallenge

PLEDGE IDEAS:
WALK
a shelter dog
VOLUNTEER
an hour at the local shelter or rescue
SPONSOR
a spay/neuter fee for someone’s pet
SUPPORT
a veteran and foster their pet
a cancer patient and foster their pet
DONATE
pet food, blankets, or towels to a shelter or rescue
$10 to a rescue, shelter, or RErescue.org
FOSTER
a dog or cat for a few days
a dog or cat for the holidays
ADOPT
a rescue dog or cat
USE AMAZON SMILE
and support a rescue group
CHECK OUT OUR AMAZON WISH LIST
to purchase pet supplies that will go to rescue pets in need
(visit www.rescueLOVEchallenge.org for our wish list link)
BE CREATIVE
think of something to help a rescue pet

A 501(c)3 Non-Profit Organization

GET RECOGNIZED!

Send us your pledge photo!
www.rescueLOVEchallenge.org
3 entries will be picked to be recognized
for their good deed. Prizes will be
announced at a later date.

Visit our website to find a shelter or rescue group near you!
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